Date of Conference: ________________  Student Name: ________________

Words Written: ________________  Time Spent: ________________
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STUDENT DATA TALK

What materials did you enjoy reading with Snap&Read?
Where are you finding the most success using Snap&Read?
Which feature is your favorite and why? What other features would you like to explore?
How have you used technology outside of school? How about reading for pleasure?
How were you able to accomplish your reading goals this week?
How did you feel before using Snap&Read? While using Snap&Read?

GOALS FOR NEXT TIME

Increase the number of words read: ________________  Increase time spent: ________________

Next conference date: ________________

TEACHER TIPS

Encourage the positive and reward the success

1. Celebrate: Give a high five, send a note home, or handout a celebration card
2. Encourage: Set new goals, lead other students, or try a new feature
3. Reward: Shoutout to the class or principal, or award with a certificate of achievement